
	

Mexico City 28 October 2016. 

GOOD STARTS AND GAME FACES 

When the flag drops, the talking stops. It’s an old motor racing expression, but the talking starts 
again when the day’s action is over. These are some of the reactions to the first track day of 
the 2016 Mexican Grand Prix. 

Esteban Gutiérrez, Haas, P15/P22, had problems getting his car to perform in the 
second session:- 

“It was great to get to know my home circuit. It’s very exciting to be here and to drive the track, 
which is amazing, in front of all the Mexican fans. We’re going to have to keep working on the 
performance side of things, which isn’t great at the moment. The car was difficult to drive 
during FP2 and had little grip. We’ll be working on that tonight to try to sort out our setup and 
make things better for FP3 and qualifying.”  

Sergio Pérez, Force India, P4/P15, is trying to strike  balance:- 

“Racing at home is a very emotional moment, but when I get in the car it’s important that I treat 
this weekend like any other race. The morning went very well and I had a good feeling with the 
car. I struggled more in the afternoon, but we know where we need to focus and the direction 
we need to take to improve for tomorrow. The conditions today were not what we anticipated, 
but the rest of the weekend should be warmer: we will need to set the car up for what we think 
we are going to find on race day, but I think the data we collected today will allow us to do so.” 

Daniel Ricciardo, Red Bull, P8/P5, is as optimistic as ever:- 

“I think it will get better, I expected the grip to be higher after a year but it was still very slippery. 
By Sunday the last half of the race will be better but I think we’ll fight the balance from now until 
the end, trying to get comfortable with a slick-feeling track. The supersoft today wasn’t a great 
tyre for the long runs as it wasn’t lasting. I don’t know how the others got on but I believe 
everyone has had a few problems with that compound so it’ll be interesting in qualifying 
tomorrow. We might see a mixed bag again.” 

Lewis Hamilton, Mercedes, P1/P2, loved the atmosphere:- 

“It's great to be back here in Mexico. The support we've had here already is amazing - and it's 
only Friday! There's so much energy and enthusiasm for the sport here, which is great to see. 
It's been a solid day in terms of our programme for the weekend. The cars are obviously faster 
but lap times are pretty strong already. The track is feeling better than it did last year and I feel 
a lot more comfortable in the car than I did the first time we came to this circuit, so hopefully I 
can carry that through the rest of the weekend.” 

And to finish with, after all the fun of arriving and getting ready for the Day of the Dead, the 
youngest driver got his priorities right.  

Max Verstappen, Red Bull, P14/P7:- 

“The make-up is off today, so it’s game face for the rest of the weekend!” 

 

 For more information please go to www.mexicogp.mx. 
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About CIE 

Corporacion Interamericana de Entretenimiento, S.A.B de C. V. 

www.cie.com.mx 

We are the market leader in outdoor entertainment in Mexico, Colombia and Central America 
and one of the major players in the entertainment industry in Latin America and across the 
globe. 

CIE offers a variety of world-class entertainment options including concerts, theater 
productions, and sports and family and cultural events, among others, to meet our market 
segments’ needs for recreation and entertainment through its unique vertical integration model 
that provides the only access available to an extensive network of entertainment 

centers, advertisers including the principal advertising investors in our markets, and 
partnerships and strategic alliances with experienced global partners. 

We operate an amusement and water park in Bogota, Colombia, and manage Centro 
Banamex in Mexico City, one of the largest convention and exhibition facilities across the 
globe. We are recognized as the foremost producer and organizer of special and corporate 
events in Mexico, and we operate one of the most professional contact centers in the Mexican 
market. 

CIE is a public company whose shares and debt securities are listed on the Mexican Stock 
Exchange. 


